
View and share your digital photos on
TV–instantly!

Looking for a fast, easy, and convenient way to view and
share your favorite digital photos with family and friends?
Then take a good look at the SanDisk Shoot & Store
Photo Album. It makes viewing your digital photos almost
as much fun as taking them. Simply plug the SanDisk
Shoot & Store Photo Album into your TV, sit back, and
enjoy.

You’ll find the Shoot & Store memory cards and the
SanDisk Shoot & Store Photo Album in the photo 
processing departments of major grocery, drug, and 
convenience stores nationwide.
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SanDisk
Shoot & Store™

Memory Cards
The simple, affordable, and convenient way
to shoot and store your digital pictures.



SanDisk makes digital photography easy.

SanDisk Shoot & Store memory cards are:

• Easy to use… just snap it in and you’re ready to shoot

• Easy to find… readily available in major drug,
grocery, and convenience stores nationwide 

• Easy on your pocketbook (no matter which format you use)

• Easy choice… simple, affordable, and convenient—
and it comes from SanDisk–the world leader in flash
memory cards

Shoot, store, and share your digital pictures
with confidence.

Leave it to SanDisk, the world’s leading supplier of flash
memory cards, to make digital photography simpler, more
affordable, and more convenient than ever. With SanDisk
Shoot & Store memory cards, you can take up to 50, 100,
or 200 digital pictures, share them with family and friends,
then save them indefinitely on your card, or transfer them
to your computer. Nothing could be easier!

Approximate number of pictures for a
50, 100 and 200 picture memory card*

*Approximate number of pictures from a camera in high-resolution or
fine mode will vary depending on subject complexity and camera model.
1MB = 1 million bytes. Some of the listed capacity is used for formatting
and other functions, and thus is not available for data storage.

Camera 
Megapixels

Number of
Pictures

(50 Picture
card)

Number of
Pictures

(100 Picture
card)

Number of
Pictures

(200 Picture
card)

1 50 100 200

2 34 69 138

3 19 38 76

4 13 26 52

5 11 21 42


